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Proceeedings of the Workshop on
Versioning in Hypertext Systems
Held in connection with ECHT '94
ACM European Conference on Hypermedia
Technology
Edinburgh, September 18-23, 1994
This little sub-web contains the position papers submitted for the
workshop. You can get the full, typeset technical report either from
Boston University, or GMD IPSI. Currently the typeset versions still
have postscript illustrations for a few papers that are missing from the
web version at the moment.
I have sorted the papers into two groups:
Requirements and Applications
Versioning in Hypermedia (an expert-systems HT approach)
Hypermedia Version Support for the Online Design Journal
Versioning Structured Technical Documentation
Position on Versioning in Hypertext Systems (another technical
documentation paper)
Versioning on Legal Applications Using Hypertext
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Proposal for participation in the One-Day Workshop on
Hypertext Systems and Version Support (another legal
application)
Systems and Technical proposals:
Comparison of Two Approaches of Managing Links Multiple
Versions of Documents
Nested Composite Nodes and Version Control in Hypermedia
Systems
A Proposal for Versioning Support for the Chimera System
